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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens
when you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this

fi
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.
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Introduction
In part 2 you will cover a range of topics including arrays and oscillations.
The use of arrays is a fundamental aspect of coding. They are a way of
storing data than can be easily accessed and manipulated. Also in book 2
you will cover 3D shapes which allows you create in a 3D environment.
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Unit #4 Translate
Introduction
When you have seen graphs the origin (0,0) of the graph is neatly at the
bottom left hand side of the page. With the x axis going from left to right
and the y axis going up. In a Cartesian graph the origin will be in the
centre with positive x to the right, negative x to the left, positive y
upwards and negative y downwards.
The difference being in P5.JS the origin is in the top lefthand corner with
the positive y going downwards. This means that if you want your shape to
be in the centre of the canvas at an origin (0,0). You have to move the
origin across and down, hence we translate the canvas half the width to
the right and half the height downwards.
In rotation the angle is measured in radians. To use degrees you can
convert by using the radians() function and putting the degrees inside the
brackets, e.g. radians(45)
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Basics 2.4.1 at the original origin
As you will have gathered the x and y co-ordinates have their origin (0, 0)
at the top left hand corner of the canvas, so if you draw a square at those
co-ordinates it will stick it in top left hand corner
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
square(0, 0, 50)
}

Simple square
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Notes
Notice that it draws it at the top left hand corner. This is the origin coordinates (0,0). The square’s co-ordinates are for the top left hand corner.
There is nothing new here but the next sketch will use exactly the same
arguments for the square(0, 0, 100) showing how to translate.

Challenge
Try moving the square into the centre of the canvas using the coordinates. The next sketch shows a better way
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Basics 2.4.2 translate
We will translate the co-ordinates of the canvas to the centre of the
canvas (width/2, height/2), this shifts the square to those co-ordinates
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
translate(width/2, height/2)
square(0, 0, 50)
}

Translated square
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Notes
You are going to change the co-ordinates so that the origin is in the
centre of the canvas. You are translating the whole canvas not the
objects. The square has the same co-ordinates as before and is now in
the centre of the canvas.

Challenge
Translate it different amounts e.g. (100, 200)
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Basics 2.4.3 rotate
As well as translate you can rotate the canvas
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
angleMode(DEGREES)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
translate(width/2, height/2)
rotate(45)
square(0, 0, 50)
}

Rotated 45˚
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Notes
You have rotated the square by 45˚. Notice it does it about one corner.
Horizontal is 0˚. You are not rotating the object but the canvas. The
rotate() function uses radians by default, so we use angleMode(DEGREES)
to convert radians to degrees or is it degrees to radians, whatever you
can now just think in degrees of angle.

Challenge
Rotate through other angles
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Basics 2.4.4 continuous rotation
Change the angle 1˚ on each iteration (loop in draw)
let angle = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
angleMode(DEGREES)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
translate(width/2, height/2)
rotate(angle)
square(0, 0, 50)
angle = angle + 1
}

Notes
This time we have added a variable angle for the rotation. 1 is added
each time to angle and it causes the cube to rotate. As you notice it
rotates about the corner.

Challenge
Make it rotate faster
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Basics 2.4.5 at the very centre
Having the square rotate about the corner is not very elegant so here you
can set the co-ordinates of the square (and rectangle) to the centre of the
shape
let angle = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
angleMode(DEGREES)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
translate(width/2, height/2)
rotate(angle)
rectMode(CENTER)
square(0, 0, 50)
angle = angle + 1
}
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Notes
Here you add a line of code to put the co-ordinates of the square in the
centre of the square. We use the rectMode(CENTER) function. See the
difference.

Challenge
Try different co-ordinates
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Basics 2.4.6 two squares spinning
You can see the effect of the co-ordinates on the centre of rotation with
these two squares
let angle = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
angleMode(DEGREES)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
translate(width/2, height/2)
rotate(angle)
rectMode(CENTER)
square(0, 0, 50)
angle = angle + 1
square(100, 100, 50)
}
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The centre square rotates, the
other circles around the centre

Notes
We added another square. That too rotates about the new origin. Using
all three functions, translate(), rotate() and rectMode(). It is important
to get them in the right order, strange things happen when you don’t.

Challenge
How could you stop the second one from rotating? Hint: put the line of
code for the second square in a different place.
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Basics 2.4.7 push and pop
These may sound a bit strange at rst but they offer a very useful
solution to a problem where you want to only change one part of the code
and not another
let angle = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
angleMode(DEGREES)
}

function draw()
{
push()
background(220)
translate(width/2, height/2)
rotate(angle)
rectMode(CENTER)
square(0, 0, 50)
angle = angle + 1
pop()
square(100, 100, 50)
}
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Now only the centre square is
rotated

Notes
This is another way of doing that offers more control. Using push() and
pop(). They act as bookends so that you can translate and rotate different
parts of the code independently, this can be very useful.
push() saves the last setting up to this point in the code.
pop() function restores it as if nothing happened.
Notice that the two squares are identical.

Challenge
Can you make the static square rotate the opposite way to the other one?
Hint: use push() and pop() more than once
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Basics 2.4.8 going the distance
You can measure the distance between two points
let distance

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(200, 200, 100)
distance = dist(mouseX, mouseY, 200, 200)
if(distance < 50)
{
fill(0)
}
else
{
fill(255)
}
}
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When the mouse is outside the
circle it is filled white

However when the pointer of the
mouse strays inside the circle
it is filled black
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Notes
If you wanted to know the distance between two points or whether two
circles are interacting then you can use the function dist(). It will return
the value (as a straight line distance) between the centres of those two
circles. Using mouseX and mouseY you can determine if the mouse is over
a circle.

Challenge
Have two circles and make it work for each independently
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Basics 2.4.9 drag the circle
You can use the mouse to move objects only when you click inside a
speci c area, in this case a 50 pixel radius
let distance
let x = 300
let y = 200

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(x, y, 100)
distance = dist(mouseX, mouseY, x, y)
if(distance < 50 && mouseIsPressed)
{
x = mouseX
y = mouseY
}
}

fi
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Notes
Click on the circle and drag it around. Move too fast and it won’t keep
up...

Challenge
Create more than one shape that can be moved
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Basics 2.4.10 left in the lerp
The lerp() function is similar to distance, it allows two points to move
towards each other in gradual increments
let x = 300
let y = 300

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 50)
circle(x, y, 50)
x = lerp(x, mouseX, 0.01)
y = lerp(y, mouseY, 0.01)
}
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Notes
Move the big circle with the mouse. Watch the smaller circle chase it. It
works out the distance and moves towards it in incremental steps (in this
case 0.01)

Challenge
Change the incremental steps to 0.1
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